




SYNOPSISSYNOPSIS

In the 90s, Laurence tells his girlfriend Fred that he In the 90s, Laurence tells his girlfriend Fred that he 
wants to become a woman.  wants to become a woman.  

In spite of the odds, in spite of each other, they In spite of the odds, in spite of each other, they 
confront the prejudices of their friends, ignore the confront the prejudices of their friends, ignore the 
council of their families, and brave the phobias of council of their families, and brave the phobias of 
the society they offend.  the society they offend.  

For 10 years, they try to live through this transition, For 10 years, they try to live through this transition, 
and embark on an epic journey which, unbeknownst and embark on an epic journey which, unbeknownst 
to them, may cost Fred and Laurence their love. to them, may cost Fred and Laurence their love. 



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENTDIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
In the 90s, I lived with my mother in suburban Montreal. At school, I In the 90s, I lived with my mother in suburban Montreal. At school, I 
was a child star, privileged to miss classes to act in a commercial or was a child star, privileged to miss classes to act in a commercial or 

a fi lm every once and while. From the perspective of my peers, I was a fi lm every once and while. From the perspective of my peers, I was 
in show business. The truth was that my relationship to cinema was in show business. The truth was that my relationship to cinema was 

superfi cial: besides the Disney classics, my initiation to the seventh art superfi cial: besides the Disney classics, my initiation to the seventh art 
was limited to effi cient and soulless Hollywood blockbusters, dubbed was limited to effi cient and soulless Hollywood blockbusters, dubbed 

into French, which my father would take me to see (often to appreciate into French, which my father would take me to see (often to appreciate 
the dubbing, which was how he made his living). My mother was never the dubbing, which was how he made his living). My mother was never 
pleased about these excursions, suspicious of the infl uence these fi lms pleased about these excursions, suspicious of the infl uence these fi lms 

had on me. Later, I would come to believe she might have blamed had on me. Later, I would come to believe she might have blamed 
them for my adolescent violence and indiscipline.  them for my adolescent violence and indiscipline.  

In spite of all that, it was my mother who took me to my cinematic In spite of all that, it was my mother who took me to my cinematic 
baptism. In december of 1997, I was 9 years old, and my mother baptism. In december of 1997, I was 9 years old, and my mother 
brought me to the, regrettably now defunct, theater Le Parisien. brought me to the, regrettably now defunct, theater Le Parisien. 

Throughout the course of that evening, I felt as though I was Throughout the course of that evening, I felt as though I was 
experiencing all the “fi rsts” that life has to offer in hyperspeed: I fell experiencing all the “fi rsts” that life has to offer in hyperspeed: I fell 

in love with a man, a woman, costumes, design, images... I felt the in love with a man, a woman, costumes, design, images... I felt the 
shivers that accompany a genuinely great story, ambitious, told with shivers that accompany a genuinely great story, ambitious, told with 

respect for the rules of art, intelligent, epic and sensational. respect for the rules of art, intelligent, epic and sensational. 

This cinematic shock cannot be overstated, and I knew that I needed This cinematic shock cannot be overstated, and I knew that I needed 
in that moment to learn English as fast as possible, so that I too could in that moment to learn English as fast as possible, so that I too could 

act in American movies. It was also at this point in my life that I act in American movies. It was also at this point in my life that I 
started dressing up in my mother’s clothes more often, more seriously, started dressing up in my mother’s clothes more often, more seriously, 

and without her ever preventing me. I spent more and more time my and without her ever preventing me. I spent more and more time my 
imagination, eschewing a real world in which I found myself disliked imagination, eschewing a real world in which I found myself disliked 

by other kids my own age, collecting false friends due to my notoriety by other kids my own age, collecting false friends due to my notoriety 
and creating an isolating shell of arrogance. This cinematic shock was, and creating an isolating shell of arrogance. This cinematic shock was, 

I realized only recently, a revelation: not only did I know that I wanted I realized only recently, a revelation: not only did I know that I wanted 
to be an actor and a director, but, like this amazing fi lm I had just to be an actor and a director, but, like this amazing fi lm I had just 

seen, I wanted my projects, my dreams, to be limitless, and I wanted seen, I wanted my projects, my dreams, to be limitless, and I wanted 
the unsinkable love I had witnessed on screen to one day be mine.  the unsinkable love I had witnessed on screen to one day be mine.  

Fifteen years later, I watchFifteen years later, I watch Laurence Anyways Laurence Anyways, and I see my childhood , and I see my childhood 
still secretely at play. To be clear, I do not wish to becomea woman, still secretely at play. To be clear, I do not wish to becomea woman, 

and my fi lm is an homage to the ultimate love story: ambitious, and my fi lm is an homage to the ultimate love story: ambitious, 
impossible, the love we want to be sensational, boundless, the love impossible, the love we want to be sensational, boundless, the love 

that we don’t dare hope for, the love that only cinema, that we don’t dare hope for, the love that only cinema, 
books and art provide. books and art provide. 

Laurence AnywaysLaurence Anyways is an homage to the time in my life,  is an homage to the time in my life, 
before I became a director, when I had to become a man. before I became a director, when I had to become a man. 

—— XAVIER DOLAN XAVIER DOLAN



LAURENCE ALIALAURENCE ALIA

Laurence James Emmanuel Alia... Laurence James Emmanuel Alia... 
Laurence Alia... Laurence. Laurence Alia... Laurence. 
35 years old? 41? 45? 35 years old? 41? 45? 
Man, then woman.  Man, then woman.  

The state of Laurence seems impossible. What we come to The state of Laurence seems impossible. What we come to 
understand quickly is that this is a man of courage. A hero. understand quickly is that this is a man of courage. A hero. 
A super hero who disguises himself as a woman to better A super hero who disguises himself as a woman to better 
confront the world and its injustices. So that others will fi nally confront the world and its injustices. So that others will fi nally 
see him the way he sees himself. With the help of a couple of see him the way he sees himself. With the help of a couple of 
allies (Fred, the woman of his life, and literature) and fi nally allies (Fred, the woman of his life, and literature) and fi nally 
able to live the way he wants to, Laurence chooses to fi ght: able to live the way he wants to, Laurence chooses to fi ght: 
against the judgemental gaze of others, against institutions, against the judgemental gaze of others, against institutions, 
prejudice and intolerance. Against nature itself. Laurence will prejudice and intolerance. Against nature itself. Laurence will 
take this fi ght all the way, all the way inside himself, to fi nally take this fi ght all the way, all the way inside himself, to fi nally 
fi nd where he fi ts in the world. Where he really fi ts. Where she fi nd where he fi ts in the world. Where he really fi ts. Where she 
chooses to fi t. Because yes, Laurence is a courageous woman, chooses to fi t. Because yes, Laurence is a courageous woman, 
who believes in freedom. Simply put, the freedom to exist.who believes in freedom. Simply put, the freedom to exist.

— — MELVIL POUPAUDMELVIL POUPAUD

MELVIL POUPAUDMELVIL POUPAUD

Melvil Poupaud made his career debut in 1983, at the age of Melvil Poupaud made his career debut in 1983, at the age of 
ten, in ten, in City of PiratesCity of Pirates by Raoul Ruíz. This debut performance  by Raoul Ruíz. This debut performance 

marked the beginnings of what would become a long running marked the beginnings of what would become a long running 
collaboration with the Portuguese fi lmmaker, for whom collaboration with the Portuguese fi lmmaker, for whom 

Poupaud went on to perform in nine other fi lms among which Poupaud went on to perform in nine other fi lms among which 
areare Treasure Island Treasure Island, , The Insomniac on the BridgeThe Insomniac on the Bridge (1985), (1985),  

Dans un miroirDans un miroir (1986),  (1986), Fado majeur et mineurFado majeur et mineur (1995), (1995),  
Three Lives and Only One Death Three Lives and Only One Death (1996), (1996), Généalogies d’un crimeGénéalogies d’un crime  

(1997), (1997), Marcel Proust’s Time RegainedMarcel Proust’s Time Regained (1999),  (1999), Love Torn in Love Torn in 
a Dreama Dream (2000) and  (2000) and Mysteries of LisbonMysteries of Lisbon (2010).  (2010). 

In 1989, he starred as Thomas in In 1989, he starred as Thomas in The 15 Year Old GirlThe 15 Year Old Girl by  by 
Jacques Doillon, for which he received a César nomination Jacques Doillon, for which he received a César nomination 

for Best Breakthrough Performance. In 1992, his big for Best Breakthrough Performance. In 1992, his big 
breakthrough came with his performance in breakthrough came with his performance in The LoverThe Lover by  by 

Jean-Jacques Annaud. In 1993, he starred inJean-Jacques Annaud. In 1993, he starred in Normal People are  Normal People are 
Nothing ExceptionalNothing Exceptional by Laurence Ferreira Barbosa, for which he  by Laurence Ferreira Barbosa, for which he 
was once again nominated for a César for Best Breakthrough was once again nominated for a César for Best Breakthrough 

Performance. In 1996, he landed a role in Performance. In 1996, he landed a role in ÉÉric Rohmer’s ric Rohmer’s 
ensemble fi lm ensemble fi lm A Summer’s TaleA Summer’s Tale. This was followed by a part . This was followed by a part 
in Graham Guit’s in Graham Guit’s Shooting StarsShooting Stars (1997) and  (1997) and Les Kidnappeurs Les Kidnappeurs 

(1998), Benoît Jacquot’s (1998), Benoît Jacquot’s MarianneMarianne (1997) and François Ozon’s  (1997) and François Ozon’s 
Time to LeaveTime to Leave (2005), in which he portrays a narcissistic  (2005), in which he portrays a narcissistic 

photographer struck by cancer. In 2010 he was reunited with photographer struck by cancer. In 2010 he was reunited with 
Ozon on the set of Ozon on the set of HideawayHideaway. . 

In 2003, Poupaud made his American debut as he joined the In 2003, Poupaud made his American debut as he joined the 
cast of James Ivory’s cast of James Ivory’s The DivorceThe Divorce, alongside Kate Hudson and , alongside Kate Hudson and 

Naomi Watts. In 2006, he directed himself in Naomi Watts. In 2006, he directed himself in Melvil2Melvil2. In 2008, . In 2008, 
he made appearances in Arnaud Desplechin’s he made appearances in Arnaud Desplechin’s A Christmas TaleA Christmas Tale, , 

the Wachowski brothers’ the Wachowski brothers’ Speed RacerSpeed Racer, Pascal Thomas’ , Pascal Thomas’ 
Crime is Our BusinessCrime is Our Business as well as in Sean Ellis’  as well as in Sean Ellis’ The BrokenThe Broken. . 

In 2009, Melvil Poupaud joined the cast of the hit comedy In 2009, Melvil Poupaud joined the cast of the hit comedy 
Lucky LukeLucky Luke, directed by James Huth, where he took on the role , directed by James Huth, where he took on the role 

of Jesse James. In 2010, he starred in Gilles Marchand’s of Jesse James. In 2010, he starred in Gilles Marchand’s 
L’Autre MondeL’Autre Monde, as Louise Bourgoin’s character’s sadistic brother. , as Louise Bourgoin’s character’s sadistic brother. 

Melvil Poupaud and his brother Yarol Poupaud, guitarist in the Melvil Poupaud and his brother Yarol Poupaud, guitarist in the 
French band French band Fédération française de funk (FFF)Fédération française de funk (FFF), together make up , together make up 
the founding members of fusion band Mud. As such they have the founding members of fusion band Mud. As such they have 

released two albums: released two albums: MudMud (1995) and (1995) and Mud Pack Mud Pack (1997). In 2002,  (1997). In 2002, 
Melvil Poupaud released a solo albumMelvil Poupaud released a solo album Un simple appareil Un simple appareil. . 

In 2011, a new group,In 2011, a new group, Black minou Black minou, once again founded with his , once again founded with his 
brother, saw the light of day. That same year, Melvil Poupaud’s brother, saw the light of day. That same year, Melvil Poupaud’s 

autobiographical novel, autobiographical novel, Quel est Mon noMQuel est Mon noM, is published by Éditions , is published by Éditions 
Stock4. In March 2012, Stock4. In March 2012, Black minou Black minou releases an EP.releases an EP.



SUZANNE CLÉMENTSUZANNE CLÉMENT

Suzanne Clément has made a name for herself in several critically Suzanne Clément has made a name for herself in several critically 
acclaimed fi lms, among which are Robert Lepage’s acclaimed fi lms, among which are Robert Lepage’s Le Confessionnal Le Confessionnal 

(1995) and Manon Briand’s (1995) and Manon Briand’s 2 Seconds2 Seconds (1998).  (1998). 
In 2005, she starred in Luc Picard’s In 2005, she starred in Luc Picard’s L’AuditionL’Audition, for which she received , for which she received 
a Jutra Award nomination for Best Actress as well as a Genie Award a Jutra Award nomination for Best Actress as well as a Genie Award 

for Best Supporting Actress. for Best Supporting Actress. 

In 2007, she starred as a singer burdened by debt in Fernand In 2007, she starred as a singer burdened by debt in Fernand 
Dansereau’s Dansereau’s La BrunanteLa Brunante, alongside Monique Mercure. , alongside Monique Mercure. 

Her performance earned her another Jutra Award nomination for Her performance earned her another Jutra Award nomination for 
Best Supporting Actress. In 2009, she joined the cast of Philippe Best Supporting Actress. In 2009, she joined the cast of Philippe 
Falardeau’s Falardeau’s It’s Not Me, I SwearIt’s Not Me, I Swear, in which she portrays a mother in , in which she portrays a mother in 
search of freedom. Her portrayal earned her a third Jutra Award search of freedom. Her portrayal earned her a third Jutra Award 

nomination as well as the Vancouver Film Critics Circle Award for nomination as well as the Vancouver Film Critics Circle Award for 
Best Supporting Actress. Best Supporting Actress. 

In 2009 and 2010, she starred in Xavier Dolan’sIn 2009 and 2010, she starred in Xavier Dolan’s I Killed My Mother I Killed My Mother, , 
Julie Hivon’s Julie Hivon’s Tromper le silence Tromper le silence and Marc-André Lavoie’s and Marc-André Lavoie’s 

Y’en aura pas de facileY’en aura pas de facile. Suzanne Clément is also known to TV audiences . Suzanne Clément is also known to TV audiences 
for her performances in several French Canadian TV series such asfor her performances in several French Canadian TV series such as  

Jean DuceppeJean Duceppe, , Opération TangoOpération Tango, , Grande OurseGrande Ourse, , La Vie, la vieLa Vie, la vie and  and Cover GirlCover Girl. . 
Her performance as an intense talent agent in Her performance as an intense talent agent in Les Hauts et les bas Les Hauts et les bas de de 

Sophie Paquin has earned her two consecutive Prix Gémeaux,Sophie Paquin has earned her two consecutive Prix Gémeaux,
in 2007 and 2008. in 2007 and 2008. 

On stage, she has performed in many classic plays and has several On stage, she has performed in many classic plays and has several 
roles in productions of Chekhov plays to her name, among which Serge roles in productions of Chekhov plays to her name, among which Serge 

Denoncourt’s freely adapted international production Denoncourt’s freely adapted international production Je suis une mouetteJe suis une mouette..

FRED BELAIRFRED BELAIR

Fred is in shock. Fred is in shock. 
Fred is fl eeing forward. Fred is fl eeing forward. 

Laurence has changed his sexual identity. Tabula rasa. Laurence has changed his sexual identity. Tabula rasa. 
He changed the identity of the couple. He changed the identity of the couple. 

And he rubbed up hard against Fred’s identity. And he rubbed up hard against Fred’s identity. 
But they don’t even know it. But they don’t even know it. 

They are each other’s prisoners. They are each other’s prisoners. 
Fred could have lived another way. Fred could have lived another way. 

Fred is a woman who dives. Fred is a woman who dives. 
Fred likes being a woman who dives. Fred likes being a woman who dives. 

Despite her, and despite of the others. Despite her, and despite of the others. 
She debates, she believes, she saves herself.She debates, she believes, she saves herself.

She sabotages herself. She sabotages herself. 
Fred has lost the man of her life. Fred has lost the man of her life. 

He’s not dead, he’s not gone. He’s not dead, he’s not gone. 

Yet, she faces death: Fred and Laurence no longer exist.  Yet, she faces death: Fred and Laurence no longer exist.  

Fred is lost, a lost woman looking for her identity. Fred is lost, a lost woman looking for her identity. 

——    SUZANNE CLÉMENTSUZANNE CLÉMENT



NATHALIE BAYENATHALIE BAYE

DA graduate of the Conservatoire DA graduate of the Conservatoire 
de Paris, Nathalie Baye made her de Paris, Nathalie Baye made her 

fi rst appearances on the big screen fi rst appearances on the big screen 
in Robert Wise’s in Robert Wise’s Brief Encounters Brief Encounters 

and was widely recognized for her and was widely recognized for her 
performance as the continuity girl performance as the continuity girl 
in François Truffaut’s in François Truffaut’s Day for NightDay for Night. . 

Truffaut then cast her inTruffaut then cast her in  
The Green RoomThe Green Room in 1978.  in 1978. 

In 1981, she was awarded her fi rst In 1981, she was awarded her fi rst 
César, for Best Supporting Actress, César, for Best Supporting Actress, 

for her performance in Jean-Luc for her performance in Jean-Luc 
Godard’s Slow Motion. The award was Godard’s Slow Motion. The award was 

followed by a series of memorable followed by a series of memorable 
roles, among others in Daniel Vigne’s roles, among others in Daniel Vigne’s 

Le Retour de Martin GuerreLe Retour de Martin Guerre and Bob  and Bob 
Swaim’s Swaim’s La BalanceLa Balance. She then went on . She then went on 

to sweep another two consecutive to sweep another two consecutive 
years’ worth of César Awards; the years’ worth of César Awards; the 
Best Supporting Actress award in Best Supporting Actress award in 

1982, for1982, for Strange Affair Strange Affair, and the Best , and the Best 
Actress award in 1983 for her turn as Actress award in 1983 for her turn as 

a prostitute ina prostitute in La Balance La Balance..

 Nathalie Baye has always had an  Nathalie Baye has always had an 
eye for auteurs and has subsequently eye for auteurs and has subsequently 

performed in fi lms such as Nicole performed in fi lms such as Nicole 
Garcia’s Garcia’s Un week-end sur deuxUn week-end sur deux, , 

François Margolin’s François Margolin’s The LieThe Lie and  and 
Frédéric Fonteyne’s A Frédéric Fonteyne’s A Pornographic Pornographic 
AffairAffair, for which she picked up the , for which she picked up the 

Best Actress award at the Venice Film Best Actress award at the Venice Film 
Festival. In 1999 she was reunited Festival. In 1999 she was reunited 

with Tonie Marshall on the set of with Tonie Marshall on the set of 
Venus Beauty InstituteVenus Beauty Institute. . 

In the beginning of the 2000’s, she In the beginning of the 2000’s, she 
starred in Xavier Beauvois’ starred in Xavier Beauvois’ 

To MatthieuTo Matthieu, which was followed , which was followed 
by fi rst-time collaborations with by fi rst-time collaborations with 

fi lmmakers such as Claude Chabrol fi lmmakers such as Claude Chabrol 
((The Flower of EvilThe Flower of Evil), Steven Spielberg ), Steven Spielberg 

((Catch Me If You CanCatch Me If You Can) and ) and 
Noémie Lvovsky (Noémie Lvovsky (FeelingsFeelings). Her ). Her 

second collaboration with director second collaboration with director 
Xavier Beauvois, Xavier Beauvois, Le Petit LieutenantLe Petit Lieutenant, , 

earned her a fourth César Award, for earned her a fourth César Award, for 
best actress. In 2010, she starred in best actress. In 2010, she starred in 

Léa Fezar’s comedy Léa Fezar’s comedy Together Is Too Together Is Too 
MuchMuch, alongside Pierre Arditi., alongside Pierre Arditi.

JULIENNE ALIAJULIENNE ALIA
Julienne had dreams, she had Julienne had dreams, she had 
ambitions, liked to laugh, no doubt ambitions, liked to laugh, no doubt 
had some talent. had some talent. 

But the years fl owed by differently, But the years fl owed by differently, 
and love has now been extinguished.  and love has now been extinguished.  
Julienne has withdrawn from life. She Julienne has withdrawn from life. She 
has walked apart from events, from has walked apart from events, from 
others, from herself. Her enormous others, from herself. Her enormous 
sadness has burned tracks, her sadness has burned tracks, her 
memory dull, her present absent. memory dull, her present absent. 
Nothing happens, nothing touches Nothing happens, nothing touches 
her. Only fi ghting with her husband her. Only fi ghting with her husband 
seems to rouse her from this coma, seems to rouse her from this coma, 
even giving her a shock of violence, even giving her a shock of violence, 
despite her general passiveness.  despite her general passiveness.  

Maybe Julienne has become her own Maybe Julienne has become her own 
ghost, but Laurence needs his mother, ghost, but Laurence needs his mother, 
imperfect though she may be.  Her imperfect though she may be.  Her 
son is becoming a woman? So what? son is becoming a woman? So what? 
Why not? She’s seen it all before. Why not? She’s seen it all before. 
Nothing surprises her, nothing shocks Nothing surprises her, nothing shocks 
her. Julienne has surrendered to old her. Julienne has surrendered to old 
age a long time ago... She hopes for age a long time ago... She hopes for 
nothing.  nothing.  

And yet... And yet... 

— NATHALIE BAYE— NATHALIE BAYE



MONIA CHOKRIMONIA CHOKRI

Monia Chokri, a graduate of the Conservatoire d’art dramatique Monia Chokri, a graduate of the Conservatoire d’art dramatique 
de Montréal, began her career on stage in de Montréal, began her career on stage in L’Evangile selon SaloméL’Evangile selon Salomé  
(directed by Alexandre Marine), (directed by Alexandre Marine), Ailleurs Ailleurs (Serge Mandeville) and (Serge Mandeville) and 
Les mauvaises HerbesLes mauvaises Herbes (Benoît Vermeulen). She went on to star in  (Benoît Vermeulen). She went on to star in 
Le Songe de l’oncleLe Songe de l’oncle (Igor Ovadis) and (Igor Ovadis) and Le Diable en partage Le Diable en partage, directed , directed 
by Fabrice Melquiot, two productions from the Du Bunker by Fabrice Melquiot, two productions from the Du Bunker 
Theatre Company, of which she is a founding member. In 2009, Theatre Company, of which she is a founding member. In 2009, 
she starred in she starred in Tentations Tentations (Martin Faucher), (Martin Faucher), ChroniquesChroniques  
(Emmanuel Schwartz, Alice Ronfard) and (Emmanuel Schwartz, Alice Ronfard) and Je voudrais (pas) creverJe voudrais (pas) crever  
(Reynald Robinson). In 2011, she was cast in Transmissions (Reynald Robinson). In 2011, she was cast in Transmissions 
directed by Justin Laramée.directed by Justin Laramée.

Monia Chokri’s feature fi lm career includes appearances in Monia Chokri’s feature fi lm career includes appearances in 
among others Denys Arcand’s among others Denys Arcand’s Days of DarknessDays of Darkness and, as Marie the  and, as Marie the 
asocial and dry hipster, in Xavier Dolan’sasocial and dry hipster, in Xavier Dolan’s Heartbeats Heartbeats. She has also . She has also 
performed in two short fi lms: Anne Émond’s performed in two short fi lms: Anne Émond’s Frédérique au centre Frédérique au centre 
and Xavier R.-Beauchesne’s and Xavier R.-Beauchesne’s Hier, demain, hierHier, demain, hier. . 

In 2011, she appeared in the TV series In 2011, she appeared in the TV series Les RescapésLes Rescapés and  and 
Mirador 2Mirador 2. In 2011, she performed in Olivier Guignard’s . In 2011, she performed in Olivier Guignard’s Clémenceau, Clémenceau, 
un géant un géant and is currently scheduled to star in Claire Simon’s and is currently scheduled to star in Claire Simon’s 
Gare du Nord RemixGare du Nord Remix, which will be going into production in 2012. , which will be going into production in 2012. 

STÉFANIE BELLAIRSTÉFANIE BELLAIR

Xavier offered me the role of Stefanie in 2009, two years Xavier offered me the role of Stefanie in 2009, two years 
before we made the fi lm. I spent a long time dreaming about before we made the fi lm. I spent a long time dreaming about 
her, conjuring her in my mind.  her, conjuring her in my mind.  

Stefanie, fi rst and foremost, represents that deep and unique Stefanie, fi rst and foremost, represents that deep and unique 
bond we have with our family. They are the people who know us bond we have with our family. They are the people who know us 
by heart, who defi ne unconditional love. Stefanie is gregarious, by heart, who defi ne unconditional love. Stefanie is gregarious, 
tribal, protective and adores her sister Fred. She’s a guard dog. tribal, protective and adores her sister Fred. She’s a guard dog. 
Raised in a traditional family, she rebelled against this normalcy. Raised in a traditional family, she rebelled against this normalcy. 
Like all outsiders - especially those blessed with a healthy sense Like all outsiders - especially those blessed with a healthy sense 
of martyrdom - she recreated herself by rejecting everything of martyrdom - she recreated herself by rejecting everything 
that was expected of her and was thus, in turn, rejected by that was expected of her and was thus, in turn, rejected by 
her mother. The daughter of bourgeois conservatives became her mother. The daughter of bourgeois conservatives became 
a lesbian, a feminist, rejecting her upbringing further through a lesbian, a feminist, rejecting her upbringing further through 
vulgarity and nihilism. On paper, she should be Laurence’s best vulgarity and nihilism. On paper, she should be Laurence’s best 
friend. Paradoxically, she has a very hard time accepting this friend. Paradoxically, she has a very hard time accepting this 
ultimate outsider into the intimacy of her family. ultimate outsider into the intimacy of her family. 

Like all of Xavier’s characters, she expresses herself, and is Like all of Xavier’s characters, she expresses herself, and is 
best understood through her bracing sense of humour, and is, best understood through her bracing sense of humour, and is, 
I believe, a welcome addition to the author’s already brilliant, I believe, a welcome addition to the author’s already brilliant, 
ribald canon.ribald canon.

— — MONIA CHOKRIMONIA CHOKRI



Suzanne Clément and Xavier Dolan on the 2Suzanne Clément and Xavier Dolan on the 2ndnd day of fi lming.  day of fi lming. 



MUSICMUSIC

In a dreamy fi lm like In a dreamy fi lm like Laurence AnywaysLaurence Anyways, music is the , music is the 
antithesis of an afterthought - it is one of the stars.  antithesis of an afterthought - it is one of the stars.  

Sets, costumes, dialogue, hairstyles, props... Sets, costumes, dialogue, hairstyles, props... 
Everything surrounding the actors is a weed to Everything surrounding the actors is a weed to 
be pulled at a moment’s notice if it interferes be pulled at a moment’s notice if it interferes 
with the performances, honestly. The moment an with the performances, honestly. The moment an 
actor convinces me, everything appears. And then actor convinces me, everything appears. And then 
disappears, if need be. But music isn’t physical, it disappears, if need be. But music isn’t physical, it 
isn’t there when you’re fi lming, it obeys no one, isn’t there when you’re fi lming, it obeys no one, 
feels no pressure to please. Music is also not an feels no pressure to please. Music is also not an 
excuse for a fi lmmaker to show off his record excuse for a fi lmmaker to show off his record 
collection. Besides providing some rhythmic help collection. Besides providing some rhythmic help 
in the space-time continuum of a fi lm that travels in the space-time continuum of a fi lm that travels 
the better part of a decade, these songs accompany the better part of a decade, these songs accompany 
my characters through their lives, though they my characters through their lives, though they 
may not correspond to my personal tastes. These may not correspond to my personal tastes. These 
songs remind the characters of who they are, songs remind the characters of who they are, 
and who they have loved. They exhume what has and who they have loved. They exhume what has 
been forgotten, they quell fears, they remind the been forgotten, they quell fears, they remind the 
characters of white lies, and abandoned ambitions.  characters of white lies, and abandoned ambitions.  
Music is their only constant among life’s variables. Music is their only constant among life’s variables. 

And for us...  And for us...  

Music arrives with conditions and consequences, Music arrives with conditions and consequences, 
like a perfect stranger, or with an air of suspicious like a perfect stranger, or with an air of suspicious 
familiarity. It holds the power over us to use our familiarity. It holds the power over us to use our 
private emotions to make public its agenda. It is private emotions to make public its agenda. It is 
the only element in cinema controlled by neither the only element in cinema controlled by neither 
the director, the actors nor the cameramen, it the director, the actors nor the cameramen, it 
haunts the story of the fi lm all the way to the movie haunts the story of the fi lm all the way to the movie 
theatre, where each and every individual, bringing theatre, where each and every individual, bringing 
their own personal relationship to each song, their own personal relationship to each song, 
contextualizes the music for themselves. There is contextualizes the music for themselves. There is 
something deeply satisfying about seeing a fi lm something deeply satisfying about seeing a fi lm 
made by a person you have never met, but with made by a person you have never met, but with 
whom you suddenly feel bonded, through a whom you suddenly feel bonded, through a 
shared intimacy with a song, over secrets, shared intimacy with a song, over secrets, 
childhood dreams, moments spent walking childhood dreams, moments spent walking 
down the street, listening to the same song down the street, listening to the same song 
on repeat, convincing yourself of your own on repeat, convincing yourself of your own 
value, moments spent trying to catch a train, value, moments spent trying to catch a train, 
or burrying your mother, or crying over a or burrying your mother, or crying over a 
summer fl ing.  summer fl ing.  

It is said that music is the soul of a It is said that music is the soul of a 
fi lm for one clear reason: it is the fi lm for one clear reason: it is the 
ultimate exchange with the ultimate exchange with the 
audience. audience. 

If I Had a HeartIf I Had a Heart
Fever RayFever Ray

Bette Davis EyesBette Davis Eyes
Kim CarnesKim Carnes

The Funeral PartyThe Funeral Party
The CureThe Cure

Tous les cris les S.O.STous les cris les S.O.S  
Marie-Denise PelletierMarie-Denise Pelletier

Montagues & CapuletsMontagues & Capulets
Sergei Prokofi evSergei Prokofi ev

OxygèneOxygène
Diane DufresneDiane Dufresne

Symphony n°4 IV.Symphony n°4 IV.
Johannes Brahms Johannes Brahms 

Solemn Solemn OvertureOverture 1812 1812
Piotr Ilitch TchaikovskyPiotr Ilitch Tchaikovsky

Moisture (Headman Club Mix)Moisture (Headman Club Mix)
HeadmanHeadman

19901990
Jean LeloupJean Leloup

Fade To GreyFade To Grey
VisageVisage

Symphony n°5 I.Symphony n°5 I.
Ludwig van BeethovenLudwig van Beethoven

The ChauffeurThe Chauffeur
Duran DuranDuran Duran

Enjoy The SilenceEnjoy The Silence
Depeche ModeDepeche Mode

C’est ZéroC’est Zéro
Julie MasseJulie Masse

Quel est l’enfantQuel est l’enfant
MitsouMitsou

Ni trop tôt, ni trop tardNi trop tôt, ni trop tard
Patricia TulasnePatricia Tulasne

The Four Seasons - Summer I The Four Seasons - Summer I 
Antonio Lucio VivaldiAntonio Lucio Vivaldi

A New ErrorA New Error
ModeratModerat

Pour que tu m’aimes encorePour que tu m’aimes encore
Céline DionCéline Dion

Already GoneAlready Gone
Stuart A. StaplesStuart A. Staples

7ème Gnossienne 7ème Gnossienne 
Érik SatieÉrik Satie

Les soirs de scotchLes soirs de scotch
Luce Dufault Luce Dufault 

Let’s Go Out TonightLet’s Go Out Tonight
Craig ArmstrongCraig Armstrong



Melvil Poupaud and Suzanne Clément on set Melvil Poupaud and Suzanne Clément on set 
during the break-up scene in a Montreal café, winter 2011. during the break-up scene in a Montreal café, winter 2011. 

MONTRMONTREEALAL

Montreal is a cosmopolitan and Montreal is a cosmopolitan and 
sophisticated place. The feeling sophisticated place. The feeling 
in the city, even as early as the in the city, even as early as the 
‘90s, seemed to me the perfect ‘90s, seemed to me the perfect 
environnement for a man who environnement for a man who 

wants to become a woman to begin wants to become a woman to begin 
his adventure.his adventure.

  The city’s borrowed and broken   The city’s borrowed and broken 
architecture offers a landscape that architecture offers a landscape that 

is both orderly and baroque, its is both orderly and baroque, its 
poor ghettos and insulated suburbs poor ghettos and insulated suburbs 

illustrate the diverse illustrate the diverse 
universes that abut each universes that abut each 

other in this fi lm: the other in this fi lm: the 
bourgeois, the marginalized, bourgeois, the marginalized, 

the burlesque. Montreal the burlesque. Montreal 
offers a diversity so bright, offers a diversity so bright, 

that it almost makes one that it almost makes one 
believe in the possibility of believe in the possibility of 

peaceful cohabitation. peaceful cohabitation. 

Even if Montreal, its Even if Montreal, its 
singularities aside, seems singularities aside, seems 

like a typical East Coast like a typical East Coast 
city in North America, it is city in North America, it is 

indeed a unique place: indeed a unique place: 
occasionally taciturn, occasionally taciturn, 

but energized by a curious, but energized by a curious, 
naive, yet polyglot population, naive, yet polyglot population, 

very Quebecois in their humility very Quebecois in their humility 
and inexperience, yet worldy and inexperience, yet worldy 

in its thirst for life, in its thirst for life, 
and its ambition.  and its ambition.  

For me, all stories begin in For me, all stories begin in 
Montreal. When I write, I like to Montreal. When I write, I like to 

know things by heart: the names of know things by heart: the names of 
the streets, the shops and homes the streets, the shops and homes 

that line them, and the attitudes of that line them, and the attitudes of 
the people who inhabit them.  the people who inhabit them.  

Still a kid, aspiring to adulthood, Still a kid, aspiring to adulthood, 
Montreal is an inspiring place, full Montreal is an inspiring place, full 
of hopeful people. A place where of hopeful people. A place where 

ideas, and ideals, don’t have to be ideas, and ideals, don’t have to be 
embarrassed, because their city has embarrassed, because their city has 

yet to shame them. yet to shame them. 

The perfect place for Laurence and The perfect place for Laurence and 
his supernatural plan.his supernatural plan.

THE 90THE 90SS

It seemed natural to me It seemed natural to me 
to set this movie in the to set this movie in the 
decade that raised me. I decade that raised me. I 
feel that the fi nal decade of feel that the fi nal decade of 
the 20th century was the the 20th century was the 
ideal birthing ground for a ideal birthing ground for a 
fi lm about gender: in this fi lm about gender: in this 
era prejudices regarding era prejudices regarding 
homosexuality were easing, homosexuality were easing, 
panic was giving way to panic was giving way to 
understanding regarding understanding regarding 
the AIDS crisis, the Iron the AIDS crisis, the Iron 
Curtain was coming down, Curtain was coming down, 
and a shocked world was and a shocked world was 
being offered freedom. being offered freedom. 
Everything was allowed.  Everything was allowed.  

For Laurence Alia, it For Laurence Alia, it 
seems a logical time seems a logical time 
to survive and thrive to survive and thrive 
as oneself. But his as oneself. But his 
transsexualism, transsexualism, 
possibly the fi nal possibly the fi nal 
and ultimate taboo, and ultimate taboo, 
has him discovering has him discovering 
a whole new world a whole new world 
of glass ceilings.  of glass ceilings.  

Even today, a trans Even today, a trans 
school teacher is a school teacher is a 
cause for concern from cause for concern from 
parents terrifi ed of their parents terrifi ed of their 
children being exposed to children being exposed to 
anti-conformist ideas and anti-conformist ideas and 
lifestyles. Even the most lifestyles. Even the most 
sophisticated among us still sophisticated among us still 
take pleasure in being able take pleasure in being able 
to “spot” a transsexual on to “spot” a transsexual on 
the street. The ghettos of the street. The ghettos of 
identity are still hostile to the identity are still hostile to the 
third sex.  third sex.  

If transsexuality represents If transsexuality represents 
the ultimate expression of the ultimate expression of 
difference, or otherness, difference, or otherness, 
then the 90s offer the perfect then the 90s offer the perfect 
vantage - 12 years later - to vantage - 12 years later - to 
see how far we have come, or see how far we have come, or 
how little. how little. Laurence AnywaysLaurence Anyways  
wishes to participate, even wishes to participate, even 
fl eetingly, in this debate.fl eetingly, in this debate.



From left to right, Patricia Tulasne, Jacques Lavallée, Catherine Bégin, Pérette Souplex From left to right, Patricia Tulasne, Jacques Lavallée, Catherine Bégin, Pérette Souplex 
and Emmanuel Schwartz, our Five Roses, during the reunion scene, on a set by Anne and Emmanuel Schwartz, our Five Roses, during the reunion scene, on a set by Anne 
Pritchard built on the balcony of a Church that was converted into an auction house.   Pritchard built on the balcony of a Church that was converted into an auction house.   



INTERVIEWINTERVIEW

1. What was your inspiration for this fi lm?  1. What was your inspiration for this fi lm?  

We were on our way back to Montreal, after the fi rst two We were on our way back to Montreal, after the fi rst two 
days of shooting days of shooting I Killed My MotherI Killed My Mother in the country. I was  in the country. I was 
riding in a car with some crew members, and Anne Dorval. riding in a car with some crew members, and Anne Dorval. 
We were gabbing about nothing and everything, when We were gabbing about nothing and everything, when 
one of the wardrobe assistant started talking about an old one of the wardrobe assistant started talking about an old 
lover. One night, her boyfriend had told her that he wanted lover. One night, her boyfriend had told her that he wanted 
to become a woman. I felt that this shock, though no to become a woman. I felt that this shock, though no 
doubt different for each couple that experiences it, doubt different for each couple that experiences it, 
was not unique to her alone. But through the tone was not unique to her alone. But through the tone 
of her voice, her emotions, her honesty as she spoke, of her voice, her emotions, her honesty as she spoke, 
I could imagine what it might be like to have a friend, I could imagine what it might be like to have a friend, 
a parent, a lover who, from one day to the next, defi es a parent, a lover who, from one day to the next, defi es 
the impossible, and thereby casts a horrible the impossible, and thereby casts a horrible 
suspicion about every moment shared together. suspicion about every moment shared together. 
That night, I wrote thirty pages. I knew the title, That night, I wrote thirty pages. I knew the title, 
and the ending. Though everything moved quickly, and the ending. Though everything moved quickly, 
it was written slowly, between fi lms, often at it was written slowly, between fi lms, often at 
night, in the southern United States. In a lot night, in the southern United States. In a lot 
of different states, come to think of it.of different states, come to think of it.

2. Like 2. Like I Killed My MotherI Killed My Mother and  and HeartbeatsHeartbeats, , 
is this an autobiographical fi lm?   is this an autobiographical fi lm?   

Yes and no. No, because I’m not a Yes and no. No, because I’m not a 
transsexual. Let’s put that to rest. transsexual. Let’s put that to rest. 
And yes, completely, because all my And yes, completely, because all my 
fi lms to date - and I can’t really fi lms to date - and I can’t really 
imagine it being different in the imagine it being different in the 
future - are autobiographical, or future - are autobiographical, or 
at the very least, deeply personal. at the very least, deeply personal. 
I can’t help but follow and trust I can’t help but follow and trust 
my own instincts with my fi lms. my own instincts with my fi lms. 
Truthfully, I don’t believe there Truthfully, I don’t believe there 
can be real fi ction in cinema. can be real fi ction in cinema. 
There are contrivances, but a There are contrivances, but a 
director can’t help but put a bit director can’t help but put a bit 
of himself in his movies. I happen of himself in his movies. I happen 
to put a lot of myself, for good or to put a lot of myself, for good or 
ill. If it sounds egocentric or ill. If it sounds egocentric or 
narcissistic, I don’t care. I refuse to narcissistic, I don’t care. I refuse to 
bore people by talking about things bore people by talking about things 
I know nothing about, things I I know nothing about, things I 
haven’t mastered. I am neither lazy haven’t mastered. I am neither lazy 
nor unambitious, but for the moment, nor unambitious, but for the moment, 
I’d rather stick with what I know: I’d rather stick with what I know: 
the comfort of self-knowledge, the comfort of self-knowledge, 
the harshness of the judgements the harshness of the judgements 
of others, whichof others, which

we fi ght against, alone, without friends or allies. we fi ght against, alone, without friends or allies. 
People who’ve seen my movies can take for People who’ve seen my movies can take for 

granted they know me personally. If I started to granted they know me personally. If I started to 
make fi lms at all, it was largely to give myself make fi lms at all, it was largely to give myself 
work as an actor, to ensure that no one would work as an actor, to ensure that no one would 
forget me. But then, when I started to direct I forget me. But then, when I started to direct I 

realized that the same fear would prevail in this realized that the same fear would prevail in this 
job as well. It’s in that sense that all of my fi lms job as well. It’s in that sense that all of my fi lms 

are autobiographical to a certain degree, because are autobiographical to a certain degree, because 
who among us is foolish enough to turn down the who among us is foolish enough to turn down the 
opportunity of leaving some an impression on this opportunity of leaving some an impression on this 

life? We offer up our individual memories at the life? We offer up our individual memories at the 
altar of the collective memory, so that we won’t be altar of the collective memory, so that we won’t be 
forgotten, consequently abandoning ourselves to a forgotten, consequently abandoning ourselves to a 
real life that continues, unaffected.  And fi lm after real life that continues, unaffected.  And fi lm after 
fi lm, we remember less and less and we turn in on fi lm, we remember less and less and we turn in on 
ourselves. And soon enough, our movies only talk ourselves. And soon enough, our movies only talk 

about cinema.about cinema.

3. For your third fi lm, you have chosen to surround 3. For your third fi lm, you have chosen to surround 
yourself with more experienced artists, particularly yourself with more experienced artists, particularly 
in terms of production design and cinematography. in terms of production design and cinematography. 

Was it the elevated budget of the fi lm - Was it the elevated budget of the fi lm - Laurence Laurence 
AnywaysAnyways cost 8 times more than  cost 8 times more than I Killed My MotherI Killed My Mother -  - 

that pushed you towards these veterans? that pushed you towards these veterans? 

Not at all. I’m simply excited by the idea of Not at all. I’m simply excited by the idea of 
working with talented people - be they actors, working with talented people - be they actors, 
or technicians, artists, camera operators - and or technicians, artists, camera operators - and 

their humilities or egos don’t interest me so much their humilities or egos don’t interest me so much 
as their instincts, taste and know-how. From one as their instincts, taste and know-how. From one 

fi lm to another, you build a team. Some stay, fi lm to another, you build a team. Some stay, 
some leave. I’ve been wanting to work with Yves some leave. I’ve been wanting to work with Yves 

Bélanger, the cinematographer, for a long time. Bélanger, the cinematographer, for a long time. 
He’s an artist and a crazy person. He’s loquacious, He’s an artist and a crazy person. He’s loquacious, 

passionate and cultivated - we found each other. passionate and cultivated - we found each other. 
Anne Pritchard, the production designer is so Anne Pritchard, the production designer is so 

creative and so refi ned. She’s worked with Louis creative and so refi ned. She’s worked with Louis 
Malle, de Palma. I will never let her go. And Malle, de Palma. I will never let her go. And 

Francois Barbeau, who designed 8 of the costumes Francois Barbeau, who designed 8 of the costumes 
in the fi lm, is a master that I have everything to in the fi lm, is a master that I have everything to 
learn from. It would be stupid to be intimidated learn from. It would be stupid to be intimidated 

by people who have so much experience to offer by people who have so much experience to offer 
and share. Together, we can make a fi lm better, and share. Together, we can make a fi lm better, 

transform it, make it expand and contract, down to transform it, make it expand and contract, down to 
the last detail. I don’t get along as well with people the last detail. I don’t get along as well with people 
my own age, frankly. It seems to be an unintended my own age, frankly. It seems to be an unintended 
constant in my life. And I’d be afraid to disrespect constant in my life. And I’d be afraid to disrespect 

a cinematographer who was 25 or even 30. With a cinematographer who was 25 or even 30. With 
Belanger, Pritchard and Barbeau, the intelligence Belanger, Pritchard and Barbeau, the intelligence 

and experience is so obvious that you’re forced to and experience is so obvious that you’re forced to 
listen, take it in, and shut the fuck up.  listen, take it in, and shut the fuck up.  



4. On top of being the writer and director of the fi lm, 4. On top of being the writer and director of the fi lm, 
you also designed the costumes and edited. Does this you also designed the costumes and edited. Does this 
approach imply that you are tending towards a multi-approach imply that you are tending towards a multi-
tasking style of self-centered fi lmmaking? tasking style of self-centered fi lmmaking? 

Self-centered?... Uh, yeah. Journey to the center of Self-centered?... Uh, yeah. Journey to the center of 
myself, let’s go! Yes, my approach is defi ned largely myself, let’s go! Yes, my approach is defi ned largely 
by multi-tasking. But is that a negative? And I always by multi-tasking. But is that a negative? And I always 
stop when I know I’m out of my depth. Cinema is the stop when I know I’m out of my depth. Cinema is the 
seventh art, and is the sum of the other six. Fashion, seventh art, and is the sum of the other six. Fashion, 
of course, is the forgotten child of the story. In any of course, is the forgotten child of the story. In any 
case, I believe that you have to be interested in all case, I believe that you have to be interested in all 
of them to understand them. I’m learning, little by of them to understand them. I’m learning, little by 
little, to master two or three of them, and I’m thrilled little, to master two or three of them, and I’m thrilled 
to incorporate the others without doing them myself. to incorporate the others without doing them myself. 
After all, I chose the most onerous of all the arts, and After all, I chose the most onerous of all the arts, and 
it seems logical, even though a movie is conceived by it seems logical, even though a movie is conceived by 
one thinker, that it is ultimately shaped collectively. one thinker, that it is ultimately shaped collectively. 

After a screening of After a screening of HeartbeatsHeartbeats in Belgium,  in Belgium, 
a woman told me that if I continued to a woman told me that if I continued to 
do “everything” on my own fi lms, I do “everything” on my own fi lms, I 
risked drowning them, never mind risked drowning them, never mind 
depriving myself of the talents of depriving myself of the talents of 
others, and depriving others of others, and depriving others of 
earning their living. She was earning their living. She was 
genuinely affronted by this sense genuinely affronted by this sense 
of individualism. I answered of individualism. I answered 
that all other people had to do that all other people had to do 
was make their own movies, and was make their own movies, and 
that when I am working on my own that when I am working on my own 
fi lm, I am free to do anything that fi lm, I am free to do anything that 
interests me, particularly when interests me, particularly when 
I believe I have some talent I believe I have some talent 
to offer, or at least to offer, or at least 
something personal.  something personal.  

Costumes and editing are two Costumes and editing are two 
very different departments, and very different departments, and 
I took them on because I am I took them on because I am 
passionate about them. A painter passionate about them. A painter 
doesn’t paint with a colorist, an doesn’t paint with a colorist, an 
expert in texture, a technical expert in texture, a technical 
consultant, an executive in consultant, an executive in 
charge of brushes and an charge of brushes and an 
easel wiper. easel wiper. 

With cinema, the process With cinema, the process 
requires collaboration with other requires collaboration with other 
artists.  But it remains the fi lm of artists.  But it remains the fi lm of 
one person, one creator, ideally.one person, one creator, ideally.

Texts by Ludovic Tremblay-Lord  Texts by Ludovic Tremblay-Lord  

5. What were your infl uences for this fi lm? 5. What were your infl uences for this fi lm? 

  In preparation for the fi lm, I bought dozens of In preparation for the fi lm, I bought dozens of 
magazines, and books on art and photography at magazines, and books on art and photography at 

MOMA, and in different specialty stores in New York MOMA, and in different specialty stores in New York 
and Montreal. I ordered various fashion revues, and and Montreal. I ordered various fashion revues, and 

documents on eBay and Amazon, to research the documents on eBay and Amazon, to research the 
costumes. I would say Nan Goldin, in general, in costumes. I would say Nan Goldin, in general, in 

addition to hundreds of other photographers whose addition to hundreds of other photographers whose 
names I won’t remember. And Matisse, Tamara de names I won’t remember. And Matisse, Tamara de 
Lempicka, Chagall, Picasso, Monet, Bosch, Seurat, Lempicka, Chagall, Picasso, Monet, Bosch, Seurat, 

Mondrian (for framing), Klimt (for the color coding, Mondrian (for framing), Klimt (for the color coding, 
the chromatic uniformity of certain parts of the chromatic uniformity of certain parts of 

the fi lm: the brown period, the gold period, the the fi lm: the brown period, the gold period, the 
mauve period). As for cinema, there is a very mauve period). As for cinema, there is a very 
brief but precise tribute to Marlon Brando in brief but precise tribute to Marlon Brando in 
A Streetcar Named DesireA Streetcar Named Desire, and I use recurring , and I use recurring 

wide shots that were inspired by wide shots that were inspired by 
Jonathan Demme’s Jonathan Demme’s The Silence of the LambsThe Silence of the Lambs  

(little depth of fi eld, a still camera, the sense (little depth of fi eld, a still camera, the sense 
of being watched, enormous proximity).  of being watched, enormous proximity).  

As for rhythm and ambition, I was inspired by As for rhythm and ambition, I was inspired by 
James Cameron’s James Cameron’s Titanic.   Titanic.   

In any case, everything I read, everything I In any case, everything I read, everything I 
see or hear inspires me, even if it isn’t my taste see or hear inspires me, even if it isn’t my taste 

or style - I think that’s pretty normal. Everything or style - I think that’s pretty normal. Everything 
beautiful, moving and accomplished should, beautiful, moving and accomplished should, 

in theory, inspire us with spontaneous words in theory, inspire us with spontaneous words 
and images. And I have no complex about and images. And I have no complex about 

this because I know that what inspires me isn’t this because I know that what inspires me isn’t 
what infl uences me, just what moves me. what infl uences me, just what moves me. 

Admiring something that exerts a power over us, Admiring something that exerts a power over us, 
through its distillation of our universe, our dreams, through its distillation of our universe, our dreams, 

our language, our generation, our values, our our language, our generation, our values, our 
wounds, our respective fantasies... What often wounds, our respective fantasies... What often 
emerges is something diametrically opposed to emerges is something diametrically opposed to 

what went in, to the point that the inspiration in what went in, to the point that the inspiration in 
unrecognizable. It’s the broken telephone of the unrecognizable. It’s the broken telephone of the 

imagination. In any case, everything’s been imagination. In any case, everything’s been 
done before.  done before.  

I have many different ambitions as a I have many different ambitions as a 
fi lmmaker, but I will never pretend to have fi lmmaker, but I will never pretend to have 

invented a style or a school of thought. invented a style or a school of thought. 
Since 1930, everything’s been done. So what Since 1930, everything’s been done. So what 

now? I’ve decided that my work is to tell a story now? I’ve decided that my work is to tell a story 
and tell it well, to give the story the direction and tell it well, to give the story the direction 

that suits it, and that it deserves. The rest, that suits it, and that it deserves. The rest, 
whether invented or stolen, is mere proof whether invented or stolen, is mere proof 

that nothing is harder than having an idea. that nothing is harder than having an idea. 
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Yves Bélanger, director of photography, in studio, fall 2011.Yves Bélanger, director of photography, in studio, fall 2011.
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